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Polyurethane foam, in a liquid state, was pumped into selected spaces 
of the WASHTENA W COUNTY. 

The USS WASHTENAW COUNTY (LST-1166) was made sink-proof 
under the direction of SUPSAL V at the U.S. Naval Ship Repair 
Facility, Yokosuka, Japan. Subsequently the LST was maneuvered 
extensively throughout the Haiphong Channel, North Vietnam, to 
demonstrate the elimination of previously laid U.S. mines. 

LST MADE SINK-PROOF WITH POLYURETHANE FOAM 
INSTALLATION FOR MINESWEEPING TEST 
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FOAM "SINK-PROOFING" OF 
LST FOR TEST OF HAIPHONG MINESWEEPING 

INTRODUCTION 

In early 1973, Commander, U.S. Naval Ship Systems Command, tasked the Supervisor 

of Salvage (SUPSAL V) to fill buoyant spaces of an LST with polyurethane foam. A 

substantially unsinkable "guinea pig" was needed for use in Project ENDSWEEP, an 

operation to demonstrate that the Haiphong Channel, in North Vietnam, was free of mines. 

The purpose in "sink-proofing" the LST was to enable it to be safely maneuvered 

throughout the channel, revealing any residual mines by detonation. The foam technique for 

positive buoyancy was selected not only to achieve permanent residual buoyancy, but also 

to attenuate shock in the event of an underwater explosion. 

SUPSAL V provided a Representative, on-site, to coordinate the installation of the 

foam at Yokosuka, Japan. The Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage Company, a pioneer in the 

application of foam to ship salvage, was engaged to provide the foam and implant it (with 

local labor) at the Naval Ship Repair Facility (SRF) in Yokosuka. Time was a critical factor, 

in view of the arrangements that had been negotiated with North Vietnam. Eleven days were 

allocated for the foam implantment. 

The work was done in February 1973. The SUPSAL V Representative, together with 

Murphy Pacific's foam experts, applied approximately 161,000 cubic feet of foam in the 

LST's compartments. Three independent foam dispensing heads were used, each with 275 

feet of hose. Working around the clock, the implantment was completed in 5 days, well 

ahead of schedule. The LST was then deployed to Vietnam where it was maneuvered 

extensively in the Haiphong Channel, successfully demonstrating that the area was indeed 

free of danger of underwater explosives. 

BACKGROUND 

Urgent Politico-Military Situation 

To recognize the urgency under which this project was executed, it is necessary to 

remember that mining of the Haiphong Channel was among the measures used to force the 
North Vietnamese Communists to negotiate a cease fire in 1972, and that the U.S. Navy was 
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thereafter committed to removal of these minefields. Actually, the mines had already 
substantially eliminated themselves by timed sterilization. So, although the minesweeping 

conducted under Operation ENDSWEEP involved relatively little destructive detonation, 
and perhaps because of this, it was necessary to demonstrate that these mines no longer 

constituted a hazard. Accordingly, the U.S. Navy was obliged to demonstrate the safe 
passage of a test vessel without delay. 

LST Suitability 

CHANNEL 
ENTRANCE 

Among measures to force the North Vietnamese Communists to 
negotiate a cease fire in 1972, was the mining by U.S. naval aircraft of 
Haiphong Channel. The U.S., in turn, agreed in the negotiations to 
eliminate the mines. 

HAIPHONG HARBOR AND CHANNEL 

For this purpose an LST is well suited, by virtue of its appropriate magnetic, acoustic, 
and bottom-pressure signatures. An LST also has sufficiently shallow draft to allow for the 
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degree of settling that mine damage would involve, even after application of "sink-proofing" 

with foam. Still another advantage is engine control from the bridge, which permits 
operating without personnel in engineering spaces, closely exposed to any underwater blasts. 

Salvage Foam for Sink-Proofing 

The installation of polyurethane foam for sink-proofing constituted an imaginative 

reversal of the development of "foam-in-salvage" as it is called. Polyurethane foam has been 
used for many years to provide virtually undamageable buoyancy chambers for boats and 
canoes made of non-buoyant materials such as metal or fiber-glass-plastic. Its subsequent 
application to salvage necessitated development of a transportable system for foam 

application at salvage sites. Such use has been pioneered by the Murphy Pacific Marine 

Salvage Company (MYP AC) for both surface and underwater salvage situations. The 
foaming of spaces in an LST constituted a return to the unsinkable canoe concept on a giant 
scale. 

Foam-in-salvage, essentially, uses plastic-foam-entrapped air to provide buoyancy 
where needed. The plastic foam, in liquid form, is conveniently pumped into flooded or 

floodable spaces that would be difficult or slow to make airtight. It hardens into a rigid mass 
in two minutes, providing buoyant air in the cells of the plastic that cannot leak, as well as 
some degree of structural strength, which may be needed. While it is not as buoyant as air 
alone, its density is as low as 2 lb/ft 3 , and this provides at least 60 pounds of buoyancy per 
cubic foot. 

Polyurethane foam is the product of a reaction between two chemicals: isocyanate 
resin and a polyol catalyst. These liquid chemical components are stored in separate 
containers from which they are propelled by compressed nitrogen. A third chemical, a 
liquified fluorocarbon (Freon) foaming agent, may be preblended in the separate chemical 

containers, or as was done in this case, blended with the two chemicals during the delivery 
process en route to the foam gun. Once the chemicals reach the foam gun, where they are 
mixed and released through the gun nozzle, the pressure reduction upon release changes the 

liquified Freon to gas, and the poly-isocyanate compound is rapidly foamed by it. It hardens 
in one to two minutes, quickly forming countless tiny cells with the Freon gas trapped 
inside. As the foam expands and hardens, it results in a rigid block of buoyant foam that can 
deplace an equal volume of water many times the foam's weight. 

There are three types of foam delivery systems: aerosol, mechanical, and combination 
aerosol-mechanical. They are distinguished primarily by the pressure sources needed to 
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propel the chemicals through their respective hoses to the delivery gun, dependent on depth 
and pressure. In the aerosol system, only the nitrogen is needed to propel the two chemicals. 
The low pressure system is used for shallow water applications, and was of course, quite 
adequate for the spaces of the LST. 

THE FOAM INSTALLATION PROJECT 

LST Selection 

The USS WASHTENAW COUNTY (LST-1166), an LST of the 1156 Class, available at 
Yokosuka, Japan, was selected to have the foam installation that would convert it to an 
MSS (special minesweeper), or "Guinea Pig" as they are sometimes called. Beside the 
previously mentioned requisite mine-triggering signature, an LST of this class had additional 
characteristics of a variable pitch propeller and the capability of engine control from the 
bridge. The variable pitch propeller makes the 1156 Class LST highly maneuverable, a 
characteristic needed for handily negotiating the Haiphong Channel. The bridge 
engine-controls permitted evacuation of engine spaces to avoid the especially dangerous 
exposure of personnel in engineering spaces from underwater explosions. Moreover, the 
shallow draft, in general, of LSTs provided a margin for some settling in the water (despite 
foam sink-proofing) that would minimize danger of stranding in such circumstances. Also, 
with a draft of just under 5,800 tons, it could be taken under tow in emergency by a CH-53 
helicopter. 

Deployment of Salvage Resources 

SUPSALV, when tasked with providing technical expertise and necessary equipment, 
was able to draw on experience with foam-in-salvage from the successful recovery of the 
USS FRANK KNOX in 1965 and the SS SIDNEY SMITH in 1972. The support of Murphy 
Pacific Marine Salvage Company was again called upon to handle the operation, providing 
equipment and technical supervisory personnel. The necessary materials were standard 
commercial chemicals. This included the isocyanate and polyol-urethane constituents of the 
polyurethane, as well as the Freon foaming agent, and the compressed nitrogen propellent, 
the latter available and purchased in Japan. 
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LIQUID 
ISOCYANATE 

LIQUID 
FLUOROCARBON 

CHEMICALS WERE PREBLENDED AT 
FACTORY AND DELIVERED TO SITE IN 
AEROSOL TANKS, PRESSURIZED WITH 
NITROGEN. 

BOTTLES OF N2 

MECHANICAL SYSTEM USES ELECTRI· 
CALLY POWERED MIXERS TO BLEND 
CHEMICALS IN·LINE DURING DELIVERY 
PROCESS. 

LIQUID 
FLUOROCARBON 

LIQUID 
POL VOL 

BLENDED 
ISOCYANATE 

BLENDED 
POL VOL 

FOAM 
GUN 

PRESSURE PROPELS EACH CHEMICAL THROUGH 
SEPARATE HOSE TO FOAM GUN. DELIVERY SYS· 
TEMS MAY BE PRESSURIZED WITH NITROGEN 
GAS, MECHANICAL PUMPS, OR BOTH • 

OPERATOR OPENS TRIGGER VALVES ON FOAM 
GUN, RELEASING PRESSURE. LIQUID STREAMS 
FLOW INTO MIXER. PRESSURE REDUCTION 
CHANGES LIQUID FLUOROCARBON INTO GAS. 

---( 
r 

~M~I~X=E~R_fN~O=Z~Z~L~E~----~~ FOAM 

'--~ 

CHEMICAL REACTION BEGINS IN MIXER AS 
ISOCYANATE AND POL VOL STREAMS MERGE 
AND LIQUID FLUOROCARBON BECOMES GAS. 

ISOCYANATE AND POL VOL REACT, FORMING 
WALLS OF FOAM CELLS, EXPANDING FLUORO· 
CARBON GAS FILLS CELLS, PROVIDING BUOY
ANCY FOR FOAM MASS. 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FOAM SYSTEM 

Cbmponents of the polyurethane foam operating equipment shown 
include polyol and isocyanate tanks, high pressure nitrogen flasks, 
connecting hose, and control panel. 

FOAM EQUJPMENT SET UP ON TANK DECK OF LST 
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Murphy Pacific supervisor is pointing out significance of indicator 
readings to SRF personnel who assisted in the foam operation. 

CENTRAL CONTROL PANEL FOR FOAM SYSTEM 

Foam Installation Work 

The work was undertaken at SRF Yokosuka, Japan, in February 1973, with the 
SUPSALV Representative serving as project engineer. Murphy Pacific, as stated earlier, 
provided special foaming equipment and technical supervision of SRF personnel. SRF 
Yokosuka provided workmen who were quickly checked out as foam gun operators, 
particularly in the techniques of continuous application of a single foam mass. SRF also 
provided riggers, laborers, and machinists to operate cranes, compressors, and other 
equipment. Proper installation of foam was crucial, not only to achieve proper buoyancy 
but also to provide a measure of shock mitigation. 
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Compartments to be foamed were cleaned and cleared of all loose gear. 
Releasing agent was applied to all surfaces to facilitate foam removal 
after operation requiring sink-proofing was completed. 

LST COMPARTMENT SELECTED FOR FOAM INSTALLATION 

All spaces below a waterline of 21 1 /2 feet aft and 5 feet forward were selected for 
foam installation, with the exclusion of those compartments required for ship operation. 
The general procedure followed in each fore and aft section was to insert foam in the lower 
compartments first, then work upward to the second deck. Three independent foam 
dispensing heads, each with 2 7 5 feet of hose, provided a versatile application. All three units 
could be used in the same compartment or independently of each other. The ratios were 
controlled from the central control panel on deck, allowing constant quality control 
regardless of applicator location. Each unit was capable of applying 3,000 pounds of foam 
per hour. This involved implanting approximately 161,000 cubic feet of foam, weighing 
495,000 pounds. Eleven days were allocated for the project, but in view of the urgency of 
the politico-military situation, crews worked around the clock and completed the work in 5 

days. 
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ULTIMATE OPERATIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

The WASHTENAW COUNTY, converted to MSS-2, was then deployed to the South 
China Sea to become a critical element of Operation ENDSWEEP. As such, she maneuvered 
uneventfully through the Haiphong Channel to successfully demonstrate that the area was 
free of the danger of underwater explosives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Foam-in-salvage was used effectively to provide permanently residual buoyancy for a 
"Guinea Pig" ship to positively demonstrate successful mine hazard elimination with 
minimum risk. 

The operation demonstrated the ability of the Navy's salvage organization to rapidly 
and effectively mobilize its unique technology, when required, at the most distant Navy 
installations. The uniqueness of the non-salvage application on the other hand, was no 

greater, really, than the average salvage situation, when each operation is unique. Moreover, 
the time constraints of international politics were familiarly similar to those typically 
imposed on salvage by the sea and the weather. 

The success of foam-in-salvage in providing positive residual buoyancy under the severe 
requirements of salvage enabled the technique to be used confidently in a non-salvage 
situation, to assure the safety of Navy personnel. It also insured the prestige of the United 
States in the event of an operational mishap. The glare of public embarrassment, had the 
test vessel been sunk, would surely have been well exploited by our nation's adversaries. 
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Foam gun is being directed through an access hatch as workman applies 
final amount of foam. Note blower supply duct used to reduce 
generated toxic fumes. 

WORKMAN FINISHING FOAM APPLICATION OF A LOWER HOLD 

--:.._.._ 
• 

SRF Yokosuka workman is applying polyurethane to LST compart· 
ment with foam gun. Note supply hoses connecting gun to foam system 
set up on LST's tank deck. Breathing apparatus is necessary when 
applying foam in enclosed spaces, for protection against toxic fumes of 
the foam mix. 

WORKMAN APPLYING LIQUID POLYURETHANE FOAM 
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CLEARANCE OF TUG WRECK FROM 

CONEY ISLAND CHANNEL 
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At the end of October 1973, USS OPPORTUNE (ARS-41) successfully 
conducted operations to remove a wrecked tug hull obstructing Coney 
Island Channel, for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The 214-foot 
OPPORTUNE is one of a class of 2040-ton salvage ships equipped with 
a variety of special equipment for diving and salvage. This includes large 
heavy duty sheaves built into the bow, over which a bow-lifting cable 
and sling can be rigged for heavy salvage lifts. It was used in this 
operation to retrieve the bottomed tug wreck. 

USS OPPORTUNE (ARS-41) 
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